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ABSTRACT
We investigated the effect of healthy ageing on the lexical and syntactic processes involved in sentence production. Young and older adults completed a semantic interference sentence production task: we manipulated whether the target picture and distractor word were semantically related or unrelated and whether they fell within the same phrase (“the watch and the clock/hippo move apart”) or different phrases (“the watch moves above the clock/hippo”). Both age groups were slower to initiate sentences containing a larger, compared to a smaller, initial phrase, indicating a similar phrasal scope of advanced planning. However, older adults displayed significantly larger semantic interference effects (slower to initiate sentences when the target picture and distractor word were related) than young adults, indicating an age-related increase in lexical competition. Thus, while syntactic planning is preserved with age, older speakers encounter problems managing the temporal co-activation of competing lexical items during sentence production.

Introduction
Successful communication requires the conceptualisation of a pre-verbal message and the formulation of a corresponding utterance (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1989). At the sentence level, the formulation process involves the rapid retrieval of lexical items and the generation of an appropriate syntactic structure, which must be integrated correctly to convey the intended message. As we age, cognitive and neuroanatomical changes occur that create challenges for language processing, which may in turn lead to age-related changes in the processes involved in speech planning and production (see Burke & Shafto, 2008, for a review). In this study, we investigated how the lexical and syntactic processes involved in sentence production are affected by healthy ageing.

Despite the cognitive and neuroanatomical changes associated with ageing, there is not a straightforward relationship between healthy ageing and language decline; instead the relationship is complex with some language skills being more negatively affected by ageing than others, and some skills being preserved (Burke & Shafto, 2008; Peelle, 2019; Wingfield & Grossman, 2006). This contrast between decline and preservation is evident at both the word and sentence level of language production in experimental settings and in more naturalistic contexts. For example, while older adults may experience increased tip-of-the-tongue states (when a speaker is certain that they know a word, but is unable to produce it; Burke et al., 1991; Segaert et al., 2017), vocabulary size and knowledge typically increase with age (Verhaeghen, 2003). Likewise, at the sentence level, ageing is associated with an increase in syntactic errors, such as the use of the incorrect tense (Kemper et al., 2001, 2003, 2004; Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011), but older adults do maintain the ability to switch between different syntactic alternatives and to align their syntactic choices with others in dialogue (Davidson et al., 2003; Hardy et al., 2017). Investigating how different aspects of language are affected by healthy ageing is therefore critical for better understanding the multi-factorial nature of language processing in old age. The aim of our study was to investigate how older adults’ lexical and syntactic processing is affected by the co-activation of semantic competitors during sentence production.

When a word is selected for production, lexical representations of semantically similar words (e.g. cat-dog) are also activated (Dell, 1986; Roelofs, 1992). The exact nature of this spreading activation architecture is debated (see Roelofs & Ferreira, 2019, for a review), but, in order to maintain speech fluency, a speaker...
must prevent the activation of a semantic competitor from interfering with lexical retrieval and speech production. The ability to ignore distracting and irrelevant information typically declines with age (Tipper, 1991; Tun et al., 2002; Weeks & Hasher, 2014). It follows therefore that older adults may experience increased interference from semantic distractors during speech production. However, the evidence is mixed: while some studies have found older adults’ speech is slowed due to competition from a near semantic neighbour (Britt et al., 2016; LaGrone & Spieler, 2006) or auditory distractor (Taylor & Burke, 2002), others have found no age differences in semantic interference effects during picture naming (Belke & Meyer, 2007; Burke, 2002; Gordon & Cheimariou, 2013; Mulatti et al., 2014; Tree & Hirsh, 2003). Notably, these studies have largely investigated lexical competition effects at the single word level – the findings, therefore, cannot easily be generalised to multiword utterances that are more typical of everyday language production. Indeed, words are rarely produced in isolation; instead they are usually constituent parts of a larger sentence structure (Levelt, 1989). Moreover, Sass et al. (2010) found that the impact of a semantic distractor varies dependent on the speech production context, such that semantic interference effects are considerably stronger during sentence production, compared to single word production. We therefore investigated the effect of semantic interference on older adults’ speech production in a context where sentences, rather than single words, are produced in order to provide novel insight into the debate surrounding lexical competition and healthy ageing.

One way to investigate semantic interference is the classic picture-word interference paradigm in which a speaker has to name a target picture while ignoring a visually or auditorily presented distractor word (Glaser & Dungelhoff, 1984; Schriefers et al., 1990; for a recent meta-analytical review, see Bürki et al., 2020). Word reading is a highly automated process in skilled readers in the sense that it cannot be prevented or controlled (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Samuels & Flor, 1997). This means that when participants are presented with a written distractor word, they will definitely process it (i.e. access lexical information relating to the word) prior to beginning their naming of the target picture. Consequently, when the presented distractor word and target picture are semantically related, speech onset latencies are slowed because there is increased competition between the two lexical items, which has been attributed to either the lemma level of processing (Dell, 1986; Roelofs, 1992, 1997), the phonological level (Starreveld & La Heij, 1996) or the post-lexical level (Mahon et al., 2007). Importantly, the picture-word interference paradigm can also be adapted to elicit sentences, instead of single words, thereby making it ideally suited to the investigation of lexical competition during sentence production (Meyer, 1996; Momma et al., 2016; Smith & Wheeldon, 2004; Yang & Yang, 2008). Smith and Wheeldon (2004) presented participants with a picture and a written word together on screen that were either semantically related (watch-clock) or unrelated (watch-hippo) and instructed participants to produce sentence descriptions (e.g. “the watch [picture] and the clock [word] move up”). The picture served as the target and was always the first item to be named in the sentence. The written word served as the distractor because, as in the classic picture-word interference task, participants would rapidly read and process the word as soon as it appeared on screen (due to the high automaticity of reading; Augustinova & Ferrand, 2014; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974), meaning that they would have accessed lexical information relating to the written word prior to beginning lexical retrieval of the target picture. The task therefore tests how speakers deal with the co-activation of semantic competitors during sentence production.

Smith and Wheeldon (2004) found that speakers were slower to initiate sentences when the target picture and distractor word were semantically related, compared to when they were unrelated. Speech onset latencies are informative about the amount of pre-processing required prior to sentence articulation (Levelt, 1989; Wheeldon, 2013). These findings therefore indicate that there is a temporal overlap of lexical information between different nouns in a to-be-produced sentence – often termed “horizontal flow” – and that during pre-articulatory sentence planning, increased time is required to resolve competition between to-be-produced lexical items that are semantically related. Indeed, horizontal flow of linguistic information is considered to be a vital component of an effective language production system (Rapp & Samuel, 2002; Wheeldon et al., 2003) and is an important feature of existing theoretical models of speech production (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Levelt et al., 1999). Similar effects of the horizontal flow of semantic interference have been observed in Mandarin (Yang & Yang, 2008). Speech onset latencies are also influenced by factors at the syntactic level: speakers take longer to initiate sentences that contain larger, compared to smaller, initial phrases (Hardy et al., 2020; Levelt & Maassen, 1981; Martin et al., 2010, 2014; Smith & Wheeldon, 1999). This indicates that speakers engage in a phrasal scope of advanced planning (i.e. plan incrementally in phrasal units) and that a greater amount of pre-planning is required when the initial
phrase is larger. Such incremental planning effects are observed for a variety of syntactic constructions of varying linguistic complexity and properties (Ferreira, 1991; Wagner et al., 2010), and are also evident in Japanese, a head-final language (Allum & Wheeldon, 2007). Together, these studies provide evidence that the speed of pre-articulatory sentence planning is influenced by the relationship between different lexical items in a sentence, as well as by the size of the initial phrasal unit.

The question remains, however, how sentence planning processes are affected by healthy ageing, and whether lexical competition during sentence planning increases with age. To date, only a handful of studies have investigated on-line sentence planning in older adults using latency measures (Hardy et al., 2020; Spieler & Griffin, 2006). In a picture description task, Hardy et al. (2020) found that both young and older adults were slower to initiate sentences with larger, compared to smaller, initial phrases, indicating an age-related preservation of syntactic planning scope. However, age group differences did emerge at the lexical level: compared to young adults, older adults displayed less speed benefits due to the picture preview of an upcoming lexical item, and, unlike the young adults, were significantly disadvantaged by the preview (i.e. produced more errors) when its name occurred beyond the initial phrase in the sentence description. This indicates that there are age-related differences in the processes involved in managing the temporal flow of lexical information during sentence planning and, in particular, that older adults are less able to integrate lexical information across phrasal boundaries. Hardy’s et al. (2020) study therefore provides the first evidence that healthy ageing affects the lexical, but not syntactic, processes involved in on-line sentence planning. If lexical processes are indeed more adversely affected than syntactic processes in healthy ageing, older adults should also show increased vulnerability to lexical competition between the words in a sentence. We therefore investigated age-related differences in lexical processing by manipulating the semantic relationship between words (i.e. the picture-word interference sentence production task), which provides a sensitive measure of the temporal flow of lexical information during sentence planning.

The present study

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of healthy ageing on sentence planning using an on-line task that taps into the horizontal flow of linguistic information between lexical items. In particular, we employed a semantic interference manipulation to further investigate the divergent effects of old age on lexical and syntactic processing (Hardy et al., 2020). Our study also aimed to provide a novel perspective into age-related effects on lexical competition, which to date has primarily focused on single word production (e.g. Gordon & Cheimariou, 2013; Taylor & Burke, 2002). Therefore, in the present study, young and older adults completed a semantic interference sentence production task (similar to Smith & Wheeldon, 2004) in which we manipulated whether the target picture and distractor word were semantically related or unrelated and whether they were in the same phrase (e.g. “the watch [picture] and the clock/hippo [word] move apart”) or different phrases (e.g. “the watch [picture] moves above the clock/hippo [word]”) of the sentence. We recorded speech onset latencies as a measure of the amount of pre-planning that occurred prior to articulation. In line with other studies of semantic interference and/or planning scope using latency measures, we employed a sentence elicitation task involving stimuli movement as this ensured that participants generated specific sentence types, but did so independently and engaged with both syntactic and lexical level processing. Moreover, by removing syntactic choice from our task, we were able to test how exactly participants deal with the early access to lexical information relating to the distractor word (which participants would automatically read and process) that is either contained within the first phrase of the to-be-produced sentence (same phrase condition) or later within the second phrase (different phrase condition).

In line with previous semantic interference paradigms (e.g. Bürki et al., 2020; Smith & Wheeldon, 2004), we expect to observe semantic interference effects in participants’ speech production (i.e. slowed onset latencies when the target picture and distractor word are related). Critically though this study will address, for the first time, whether age-related differences in lexical competition exist during sentence production. We hypothesise that if lexical competition effects do indeed increase with age (Britt et al., 2016; Taylor & Burke, 2002), then semantic interference effects will be greater in older adults, compared to young adults. The present study also addresses age-related effects in syntactic planning. If on-line syntactic planning scope is preserved with age (Hardy et al., 2020; Spieler & Griffin, 2006), we predict that both age groups will plan incrementally in phrasal units, and therefore initiate sentences slower with larger initial phrases (same phrase condition) compared to smaller initial phrases (different phrase condition), as has also been observed in previous studies employing a similar paradigm with young adults (e.g. Martin et al.,
An alternative hypothesis, however, is that an age-related decline in working memory capacity (particularly at the verbal level; Bopp & Verhaeghen, 2005) may mean that older adults adopt a more word-by-word sentence planning strategy (i.e. only plan a lexical, not phrasal, unit prior to beginning articulation). Indeed, incremental planning can be strategically controlled by the speaker (e.g. if time pressure is applied; Ferreira & Swets, 2002) and older adults are known to employ various strategies in other areas of language processing (Altmann & Kemper, 2006; Stine-Morrow et al., 2008).

Moreover, our experimental design enables us to investigate the influence of phrasal structure on young and older speakers’ semantic interference. Critically, if the ability to ignore distracting information and manage the temporal flow of lexical information declines with age (Hardy et al., 2020; Weeks & Hasher, 2014), we may expect to see age group differences in the magnitude of the semantic interference effects depending on whether the competing lexical items appear within the same or different phrases. This is because, during sentence production, there is a temporal flow of lexical information between to-be-produced lexical items within and across phrasal boundaries (Smith & Wheeldon, 2004; Yang & Yang, 2008). Two alternative hypotheses are possible regarding age effects. Firstly, we may observe increased semantic interference for older adults in the same phrase condition since the two competitors are within the same planning unit and are, therefore, processed more closely in time (Wheeldon, 2013). Alternatively, the presentation of the distractor word (which participants will automatically read and process) may lead to the premature activation of lexical information that is not contained within the initial phrase (older adults’ preferred scope of planning; Hardy et al., 2020), resulting in a greater semantic interference effect on older adults’ speech onset latencies in the different phrase condition.

Method

Participants

We recruited 44 young adults (32 females; $M = 19.7$yrs, $SD = 0.8$yrs) and 46 older adults (28 females; $M = 73.1$yrs, $SD = 4.9$yrs). All participants were native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and did not report any language disorders. There was no significant difference in education between age groups.2 All older adults scored 26 or above out of 30 ($M = 28.0$, $SD = 1.3$) on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (Nasreddine et al., 2005), indicating that they were currently experiencing healthy ageing (scores $< 26$ indicate risk of mild cognitive impairment or dementia; Smith et al., 2007). The study was approved by the University of Birmingham Ethical Review Committee and informed written consent was obtained.

Design

We used a 2 X 2 X 2 mixed design with one between-participant variable of age group (young vs. older) and two within-participant variables of the semantic relatedness between the target picture and distractor word (related vs. unrelated), and the phrasal structure of the sentence (whether the target picture and distractor word appeared within the same phrase vs. different phrases). In the same phrase condition, a coordinate initial noun phrase was used that contained both lexical items, whereas in the different phrase condition, a simple initial noun phrase was used that only contained the lexical item related to the target picture, and the distractor word appeared within the second phrase (as shown in Figure 1(A)).

Materials

The experimental items consisted of 36 photographic pictures and 36 written words of familiar concrete objects. Each picture was paired with a word that was highly semantically related or a near synonym of the corresponding picture name, and with a different word that had no semantic relationship with the picture name: this created 72 picture-word pairs (36 related and 36 unrelated).3 We ensured that there was no phonological similarity between the picture name and word within each pair. Each written word served as both a related word in one picture-word pair and as an unrelated word in another pair. This meant that, across all items, the lexical properties of the distractor words, such as frequency and length, were entirely matched between the related and unrelated conditions. Sixteen additional adults (all native English speakers) who did not take part in this study were asked to rate the relatedness of the 72 picture-word pairs on a scale of 0 (not related at all) to 6 (highly related). The related pairs ($M = 4.54$, $SD = 0.66$) were rated as significantly more related than the unrelated pairs ($M = 0.31$, $SD = 0.41$), $t(70) = 32.59$, $p < .001$.

All 72 picture-word pairs each appeared once within the two phrasal structure conditions, creating 144 experimental items. The movement of each picture-word pair was manipulated using E-prime (Schneider et al., 2002), and participants described the movements from left to right using specific sentence types (the target picture...
always appeared in the leftmost position). In the same phrase condition, the target picture and distractor word moved simultaneously, eliciting a sentence with a coordinate initial noun phrase (“The [picture] and the [word] move apart/together”). In the different phrase condition, only the picture moved and the word remained stationary, eliciting a sentence with a simple initial noun phrase (“The [picture] moves above/below the [word]”).

We also created 120 fillers from a further 15 pictures and 15 written words in order to increase the variability of the syntactic structures elicited and to reduce predictability about the sentence types. Each filler featured a single picture/word that moved either up, down, left or right (e.g. “The horse moves up”). The fillers contrasted the same phrase items in terms of the complexity of the initial phrase, and contrasted the different phrase items in the total number of noun phrases.

**Figure 1.** Picture-word interference sentence production task design (A) and trial events (B). The target picture and the distractor word appeared simultaneously and aligned centrally in the horizontal plane (the picture was always on the left). The movement of the appropriate stimuli began immediately in a smooth motion and was completed in 400 ms (the arrows in the figure pictorially depict the actual movement). Speech onset latencies were recorded from the onset of the stimuli to when the participant began to speak. The picture and written word disappeared 1000 ms after the participant finished speaking (i.e. had completed their picture description) or 4000 ms after the onset of the stimuli if the participant did not provide a response.
We constructed four blocks that each contained 30 fillers and 36 experimental items (9 per condition). The order of the items was pseudorandomized with the constraint that two consecutive experimental items always featured different pictures and written words and were never of the same phrasal structure. The order of the blocks was rotated across participants. Each participant completed a total of 144 experimental items, consisting of 36 items per experimental condition. Within each participant’s list, all target pictures and distractor words appeared four times in total, once per each experimental condition. The phrasal structure condition in which each picture-word pair was first presented (same phrase vs. different phrase) was alternated across participants, meaning that possible repetition effects were not a concern. Across all participants, there was a total 12960 experimental observations, consisting of 1584 observations per each of the four experimental conditions for the young adults (N = 44), and 1656 observations per experimental condition for the older adults (N = 46), in line with Brysbaert and Stevens (2018) recommendation for conducting a well-powered reaction time experiment (see also Simmons et al., 2011).

**Procedure**

Each participant was sat in a quiet testing room, facing a 22-inch monitor, wearing an OnvianTech microphone connected to a Cedrus voicekey that recorded their speech onset latencies. Audio responses were recorded by a Sony digital voice recorder. Figure 1(B) illustrates the sequence of stimuli presentation and timings per trial. On the experimental trials, at the offset of the fixation cross, the picture stimuli and word stimuli were presented in the centre of the screen. As soon as the stimuli appeared on screen, one or both of the stimuli began to move in a smooth motion either in the horizontal or vertical plane. The movement covered 80 pixels (2.6 cm) and was completed in 400 ms. Prior to beginning the task, participants were instructed on which sentence types to use to describe the different stimuli movements. If the picture and word stimuli moved simultaneously in a horizontal plane, they were to produce a sentence with a coordinate initial phrase using the picture name first (which they would need to name independently) and the written word second (e.g. “The watch and the clock move apart”). If the word stimuli remained stationary and the picture stimuli moved in the vertical plane, they were to produce a sentence with a simple initial noun phrase (e.g. “The watch moves above the clock”). Participants were instructed to begin their sentence as soon as possible after the stimuli presentation for each trial. The target picture always appeared on the left of the screen in the experimental trials, meaning it was always named first.

To begin, there were 48 practice trials; the sentence types resembled those in the experimental trials (two nouns within the same phrase or within different phrases) and filler trials (singular noun phrases). The practices featured all target pictures and distractor words once (to increase participants’ familiarity with the stimuli), but, critically, the practice trials did not feature any of the experimental related and unrelated picture-word pairs. If, during the practices, the participant made a lexical error (i.e. used the incorrect picture name) or syntactic error (i.e. used the wrong sentence type), they were corrected by the experimenter. The large number of practices ensured that, before beginning the experimental trials, participants were highly familiar with what sentence descriptions to produce for the different stimuli movements.

The task then continued until all four experimental blocks had been completed (consisted of 144 experimental items and 120 filler items per participant). The experimenter listened from outside the room (via a video intercom system) and noted any errors made by the participant, including incorrect picture naming (e.g. “horn” instead of “trumpet”), use of a different structure (e.g. “The watch moves up and the clock stays still” instead of “The watch moves above the clock”), and disfluencies, such as unnatural pauses, false starts and non-lexical fillers (e.g. “uh”, “um”).

**Data preparation and analyses**

All 12960 experimental trials were included in the error analyses. For the onset latency analyses, we removed trials that contained an error, excluding 329 (5.2%) young and 218 (3.3%) older adult responses. Following Ratcliff (1993), we further excluded responses for which the onset latency was more than 25D above/below the mean per experimental condition per age group (discarding 310 (5.2%) young and 360 (5.6%) older adult trials). The complete datasets used in the analyses are available online: https://osf.io/rwav9/.

All data were analysed in R (R Core Team, 2015) using generalized linear mixed-effects models (lme4 package; Bates et al., 2014). We fitted a binomial distribution to the error data as the dependent variable was categorical (correct = 0; incorrect = 1). Following Lo and Andrews (2015) recommendation for analysing continuous speed data, we fitted an inverse Gaussian distribution to the onset latencies with an “identity link” function (this explicitly defines that there is a direct relationship between the predictors and the observed response).
This model fit is particularly advantageous when comparing groups with large overall speed differences (i.e. young vs. older) as it eliminates the need for data transformation while still satisfying the normality assumptions of the model. Common transformation approaches typically applied to reaction time data (i.e. logarithmic or z-scores) are problematic because they can modulate the presence of interactive effects (Balota et al., 2013; Lo & Andrews, 2015). Non-transformed data analyses that instead involve an inverse Gaussian or Gamma distribution with an “identity link” function are becoming more common in ageing research in order to overcome this issue (e.g. DeCaro & Thomas, 2020; Smith et al., 2020).

We entered age group, semantic relatedness, and phrasal structure as fixed effects (all contrast coded as −0.5 vs. 0.5). We included random intercepts for participants and items, as well as by-participant and by-item random slopes appropriate for the design. When a model did not converge with the maximal random effects structure, we simplified the random slopes, removing interactions before main effects in the order of least variance explained (as determined by the smallest variance value of the random slopes), until convergence was reached (as recommended by Barr et al., 2013; Jaeger, 2008). Lastly, in order to quantify the observed effects, we calculated Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes using a method appropriate for linear mixed effect models (Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018; Judd et al., 2017). We interpreted the relative sizes of the calculated effect sizes in accordance with Cohen’s (1988) proposed guidelines.

**Results**

**Onset latencies**

Figure 2 summarises young and older adults’ onset latencies across the experimental conditions. Table 1 reports the best-fitting model of the onset latency data.

As expected, older adults were significantly slower than young adults (1084 ms vs. 950 ms, $p < .001$). There was a main effect of phrasal structure ($p < .001$): participants initiated sentences slower when they began with a larger coordinate initial noun phrase (same phrase condition, 1042 ms), compared to when they began with a simple initial noun phrase (different phrase condition, 996 ms), indicating an overall phrasal planning scope effect of 46 ms (Cohen’s $d = 0.66$ [medium-large]). The interaction between phrasal structure and age group was not significant ($p = .442$), indicating that the phrasal planning scope effect was similar in young adults (47 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.67$ [medium-large]) and older adults (44 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.63$ [medium-large]).

We also observed a main effect of semantic relatedness ($p < .001$): participants initiated sentences slower when the target picture and distractor word were semantically related (1033 ms), compared to when...
they were semantically unrelated (1005 ms), indicating an overall semantic interference effect of 28 ms (Cohen’s $d = 0.40$ [medium]). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between semantic relatedness and age group ($p = .020$), such that the semantic interference effect was greater for the older adults (34 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.49$ [medium]), compared to the young adults (21 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.30$ [small-medium]). This provides experimental evidence that semantic interference in sentence production is affected by healthy ageing.

Lastly, there was a significant interaction between semantic relatedness and phrasal structure ($p = .025$): overall, participants displayed larger semantic interference effects when the target picture and distractor word fell within different phrases (36 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.52$ [medium]), compared to within the same phrase (20 ms, Cohen’s $d = 0.29$ [small-medium]). However, the three-way interaction between semantic relatedness, phrasal structure and age group was not significant ($p = .511$). This indicates that, while the size of the semantic interference effect differed overall depending on whether the target picture and distractor word fell within the same phrase or in different phrases, this did not differ significantly between age groups.

### Discussion

We investigated the effect of healthy ageing on the syntactic and lexical processes involved in sentence production using a picture-word semantic interference task. We used speech onset latencies as this provides a reliable index of underlying sentence planning and semantic interference processes (Bürki et al., 2020; Glaser & Düngelhoﬀ, 1984; Martin et al., 2010, 2014; Meyer, 1996; Smith & Wheeldon, 1999, 2004). Our main findings are three-fold. Firstly, young and older adults initiated sentences slower when they contained larger, compared to smaller, initial phrases, indicating that both age groups were engaging in a phrasal scope of advanced planning. Secondly, the magnitude of the semantic interference effect was larger for older adults than for young adults, indicating an age-related increase in lexical competition. Thirdly, for young and older adults, the magnitude of the semantic interference effect was larger when the target picture and distractor word fell within different phrases. This indicates that both age groups experienced greater interference when the distractor word (which they would have automatically read and processed prior to beginning articulation) was not contained within the initial to-be-produced phrase. Together, our findings provide evidence that lexical competition during sentence production increases with age, but that syntactic planning skills are preserved. Moreover, young and older adults

---

**Table 1. Summary of the best-fitting model of the onset latency data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1119.34</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>156.42</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Relatedness</td>
<td>28.06</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrasal Structure</td>
<td>31.31</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td>-118.86</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>-9.93</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness * Age Group</td>
<td>-14.70</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>-2.33</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrasal Structure * Age Group</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Relatedness * Phrasal Structure * Age Group</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>.511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The model converged with random intercepts for participants and items with additional by-participant random slopes for the main effects of semantic relatedness and phrasal structure, and a by-item random slope for the main effect of semantic relatedness.
are similarly affected by the syntactic relationship between competing lexical items.

To first consider the evidence of preserved phrasal planning scope, our finding that speakers are slower to begin sentences with larger initial phrases is consistent with previous studies that have similarly used onset latency measures to specifically target incremental sentence planning processes in young adults (Martin et al., 2010, 2014; Smith & Wheeldon, 1999) and in older adults (Hardy et al., 2020). Speech onset latencies are indicative of the amount of pre-planning required prior to articulation (slower speech onset latencies indicating more planning) and are therefore informative about underlying linguistic processes that must also occur during more naturalistic speech production (Levelt, 1989; Wheeldon, 2013). Within this current study, we manipulated the length and complexity of the initial phrase structure (coordinate vs. simple noun phrase) while keeping lexical factors equal across the two phrase conditions. Thus, the slower onset latencies observed for the lengthier initial phrase condition can be attributed to differences in the time required for the planning of the first syntactic phrasal unit (which requires both syntax generation and lexical retrieval).

We found similar effects in both age groups, which indicates that both young and older adults were engaged in a phrasal scope of advanced planning, such that they prioritised the generation of syntax and lexical retrieval within the first phrase prior to articulation and planned incrementally in phrasal units. Importantly, we replicated the findings of Hardy et al. (2020) using a different task, involving different sentence structures and lexical items (see also Spieler & Griffin, 2006). Together, these studies provide robust evidence that, despite age-related declines in other cognitive domains, syntactic planning scope is preserved with age and that older adults engage in a phrasal scope of advanced planning when producing sentences. This finding fits with Peelle’s (2019) “supply and demand” framework, which suggests that behavioural success reflects a complex balance between task requirements and the level/type of cognitive resources available to the speaker (see Ferré et al., 2020, for another example of the application of this framework to age effects on language production). In the case of syntactic processing during the production of sentences with different
initial phrase structures, older speakers maintain sufficient cognitive capacity to plan in the same way as young adults. However, when the processing load was increased by the introduction of a semantic interference component, age-related differences did emerge.

Both young and older adults displayed semantic interference, in that they were slower to initiate sentences when the target picture and distractor word were semantically related compared to when they were unrelated (Bürki et al., 2020; Glaser & Düngehoff, 1984; Meyer, 1996; Smith & Wheeldon, 2004). This is because the rapid and automatic processing of the written distractor word prior to the lexical retrieval of the target picture name resulted in increased lexical competition when the two were semantically related. This lexical competition may have arisen because of the co-activation of lemma information of the target picture and semantically related concepts, which then compete for selection (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 1992, 1997), or reflect the speed with which the distractor word can be excluded as a potential articulatory response to the target picture (Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006; Mahon et al., 2007). Our study was not specifically designed to distinguish between different theoretical accounts of semantic interference and both accounts may offer a valid explanation of our finding. Critically though, the semantic interference effect was larger for older speakers, compared to young speakers. Although the average group difference was small in magnitude, this effect was statistically significant and further supported by age group differences in the Cohen’s $d$ effect size (larger for older adults), indicating a meaningful age-related effect. Our task was designed to tap into how speakers manage the temporal co-activation of competing lexical items during sentence planning and therefore provides the first evidence that lexical competition increases with age at the sentence level. Moreover, by examining semantic interference in sentence production (as opposed to single word production), our study provides evidence of lexical competition in a context which is more akin to everyday language production, albeit still within a constrained experimental task (although lexical competition effects have been found to be comparable within experimental and naturalistic settings; Vitvitch, 2002).

Our finding of an age group effect is consistent with some studies of single word production that have also found age-related increases in lexical competition (Britt et al., 2016; Taylor & Burke, 2002), but not other studies that have found no age differences (Gordon & Cheimariou, 2013; Mulatti et al., 2014). We suggest that these previous mixed findings occurred because producing a single word is often insufficiently challenging to outweigh older speakers’ cognitive resources for a given task (Peelle, 2019). Much more processing, however, is required to produce a multi-word sentence. In particular, when words form constituent parts of a larger sentence structure, there is a temporal overlap of linguistic information between different lexical items within the structure (i.e. horizontal flow; Rapp & Samuel, 2002; Smith & Wheeldon, 2004). This can lead to greater processing demands to resolve any lexical competition since the associations between words at the sentence level are more complex than those between single words (Sass et al., 2010). Indeed, while Belke and Meyer (2007) did not find age differences in semantic interference during single word processing, differences did emerge when participants named multiple objects as part of a list. Together with our finding, this indicates that age-related differences in lexical competition do exist during speech production, but that this may only become apparent during the production of multi-word utterances in which there is a more complex flow of linguistic information between lexical items. Although our task was an experimental one, we would expect our findings to generalise to other more naturalistic speech production contexts in line with studies that have found similar ageing effects on language production in controlled and naturalistic settings (Burke et al., 1991; Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011).

We now turn to our findings of the effect of phrasal structure on semantic interference. We found that speakers displayed the greatest interference (i.e. slowed onset latencies) when the related target picture and distractor word fell within different phrases, compared to within the same phrase, and critically that this did not vary between age groups. The overall direction of this effect may at first seem surprising given that lexical items within the same phrase may be considered more closely connected and, therefore, more likely to be in competition. However, a valid explanation does exist when the characteristics of the picture-word interference paradigm and the multi-composited nature of sentence planning are considered. Specifically, in our task, participants would have accessed lexical information relating to the distractor word as soon as it appeared on screen and prior to beginning speech planning because reading is a fast and highly automated process that cannot be prevented in skilled readers (Augustinova & Ferrand, 2014; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Samuels & Flor, 1997). Regardless of the distractor’s position in the to-be-produced sentence, participants would then have sought to plan the initial phrase prior to articulation (as evidenced by participants’ increased time taken to initiate sentences with larger initial phrases; see also Hardy et al., 2020; Martin...
Speakers did not have a choice about which syntactic structure to produce as they were instructed to produce a specific sentence type for a specific stimuli movement. This meant that they had to deal with the early activation of lexical information relating to the distractor word that was either required in the initial phrase or not required until later in the sentence (appeared within the second phrase).

When the target picture and semantically related distractor word both fell within the initial phrase (same phrase condition), the presentation of the distractor created semantic interference in the retrieval of the target picture name (i.e. increased lexical load), but not in the pre-articulatory syntactic planning because the distractor word was also included in the planning of the initial phrasal unit. By contrast, when only the target picture fell within the initial phrase, and the semantic distractor word was in the second phrase (different phrase condition), in addition to interfering with the retrieval of the target picture name, the information relating to the distractor word would have also interfered with the syntactic planning of the initial phrasal unit in which it did not feature, thereby placing greater demands on the cognitive resources involved in maintaining linearisation of output. Thus, in the different phrase condition, the premature access to lexical information meant that speakers had to resolve interference from the distractor word at both the lexical and syntactic level, leading to an additive disruptive effect on sentence planning prior to articulation. These differences in where prematurely-accessed lexical information can be incorporated into a to-be-produced sentence (first or second phrase) can therefore explain why we observed a greater slowing of participants’ speech onset latencies dependent on whether the target picture and distractor word fell within the same phrase or different phrases. Our findings fit with existing theoretical models of the automaticity of reading (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974), as well as with models of speech production involving an incremental system of planning meaning that different processing components can be simultaneously activated (e.g. Bock & Levent, 1994; Levent et al., 1999). Moreover, our findings contribute towards the wider understanding of the effect of lexical availability on sentence planning as we demonstrate that early access to upcoming lexical items is not detrimental to the speed of speech production when the premature access elicits lexical competition and interferes with pre-articulatory syntactic planning. Premature lexical access, such as in the form of a picture preview, does elicit some benefits though when the previewed lexical item is not semantically related to other lexical items in the sentence as this increased lexical availability can aid the planning and production of the initial phrase (Hardy et al., 2020; Wheeldon et al., 2013). Together, these findings demonstrate that the speed of sentence planning depends upon a complex interplay between the lexical properties of different words, as well as their syntactic position within the to-be-produced sentence.

Notably, while we observed that the magnitude of the semantic interference effect varied across phrasal structure conditions, this did not differ between age groups. This indicates that despite an age-related increase in lexical competition (as evidenced by an overall age group difference in semantic interference), older adults were not disadvantaged by the competing lexical items being in different phrases to any greater extent than the young adults were. One explanation for this is that whether the target picture and distractor word were in the same or different phrases tapped into syntactic processing during sentence production, which may be more preserved with age than lexical processing (Hardy et al., 2020). As we suggested previously, the difference in the magnitude of the semantic interference effect between the same phrase and different phrase conditions was not driven by increases in lexical competition between the two related lexical items, but instead resulted from increased disruption at the syntactic planning level because the distractor word was not part of the initial phrasal unit. This may explain why we did not observe any age group differences since only the syntactic load changed depending on whether the target picture and distractor word were in the same phrase or different phrases, whereas the lexical processing load remained the same (i.e. the semantically related distractor interfered with the retrieval of the target picture name to the same extent in both conditions). Our findings therefore provide further evidence for the divergent effect of old age on lexical and syntactic processing during sentence production (Hardy et al., 2020), and add to the growing evidence that healthy ageing does not affect all aspects of language equally (Burke & Shafto, 2008; Peelle, 2019).

In summary, our study investigated young and older adults’ semantic interference during sentence production in order to provide novel insight into age-related effects on lexical and syntactic on-line processing. Firstly, our study provides evidence of age-related disruption to the processes involved in managing the temporal flow of lexical information during sentence production, such that older adults experienced greater interference when two lexical items in a to-be-produced sentence were semantically related. In contrast, we found evidence of an age-related preservation of syntactic processing. Both age groups engaged in a phrasal
scope of advanced planning and were similarly affected by the syntactic relationship between competing lexical items (i.e., whether they were in the same phrase or different phrases). Although we employed fairly simple syntactic structures within the current study, we would expect our findings to generalize to sentence production more widely given the universality of planning scope and semantic interference effects across different sentence types (e.g., Allum & Wheeldon, 2007; Ferreira, 1991; Meyer, 1996; Momma et al., 2016). Importantly, within a constrained experimental task, we observed evidence of age-related decline and preservation that are attributable to linguistic processes that must also form a part of more naturalistic language processing. We do though emphasise the importance of further research to identify the extent to which these findings generalise to other less-constrained speaking contexts and syntactic constructions. Overall, our findings underscore that there is not a straightforward relationship between language and ageing, and highlight how each aspect of language processing must be carefully considered on an individual basis when investigating how it is affected by healthy ageing.

Notes

1. The Stroop task in which participants must name the colour of the font, not the written word (e.g., "RED" in blue font), provides strong evidence for the automaticity of reading as participants are significantly slower to name the font colour when it is incongruent with the written text, suggesting that they cannot help themselves from reading (see Augustinova & Ferrand, 2014, for a review).

2. Education was scored according to the International Standard Classification of Education (United Nations, 2011), which classifies education on a scale of 0 (primary school) to 8 (university doctorate). There was no significant difference in scores between young (\(M = 6.0, SD = 0.2\)) and older (\(M = 5.7, SD = 1.4\)) adults, \(t(88) = -1.64, p = 0.104\). A score of 6.0 indicates engagement in formal education to an undergraduate bachelor level (approximately equal to 17 years).

3. Of the 72 picture-word pairs, 48 matched those used by Smith and Wheelendon (2004). A full stimuli list of the picture-word pairs is available to download online: https://osf.io/rwav9/.

4. All participants also completed a stop-signal task and a coding task, designed to provide an indicator of their inhibitory control and processing speed respectively. Extensive details about these measurements and their analyses are available online in the “Supplementary Materials” section of the OSF repository (https://osf.io/rwav9/).

5. We also performed a goodness-of-fit test using the “ig_test” function in the goft package (González-Estrada & Villaseñor, 2018). In this test, the alternative hypothesis is that the distribution of the data does not follow an Inverse Gaussian distribution. Our goodness-of-fit test on the onset latencies produced a relatively high \(p\) value in support of the null hypothesis (\(p = .758\)), indicating that the Inverse Gaussian distribution is a plausible fit to our onset latency data.

6. Effect size equation:

\[
\text{Cohen's } d = \frac{\text{difference between the means}}{\sqrt{\text{var}_{\text{inter}} + \text{var}_{\text{item}} + \text{var}_{\text{slope}}}}
\]

7. IES = average onset latency / (1 – proportion of errors).
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